


Our company is full 
of passionate
and creative people, 
working hard 
to deliver 
great results.
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VISION



ARCHITECTURAL 
VISUALIZATION

VIRTUAL REALITY

VR/GAME OPTIMIZED 
3D GRAPHICS

VIRTUAL TOUR

PRODUCT CGI

3D ANIMATION

WHAT CAN WE OFFER



ARCHITECTURAL 
VISUALIZATION

We are recognised for our expertise in delivering 
world class quality interior and exterior design projects. 

From simple room interior to complex visualisation 
of public facilities.

We pride ourselves on providing high quality, 
photo-realistic images that are original in concept 
and achieve high degree of realism.

Scan for 360



modern apartment



green & white modern kitchen



 garage makeover



scandinavian bedroom





Scan for 360 Scan for 360



modern dining room



loft apartment
Scan for 360





Warszawa Gdańska railway station





We do our best to maintain studio-quality packshots 
in every detail. Are you interested in visualizing your 
product within a distinctive interior? All of it can be made 
in our studio by the use of 3D tools.

PRODUCT CGI

Bones oven

packages visualizations



Embrace the 3-dimensional world with photorealistic 
or surreal animations for many different purposes such 
as architectural, character based, physical simulated and 

also as a part of any video project you’re working on.

3D ANIMATION

animated environment as a part of multimedia scenography for theatre

Watch our
animations



VR is a rapidly growing 
technology which 
allows visualisation to 
enter a new dimension 
of realism.

Impossible doesn't exist

We pride ourselves on keeping our project delivery 
promises and offer a comprehensive range of creatively 
designed state of the art VR experiences.

VIRTUAL REALITY



We provide a photorealistic interactive visualisations 
of interior and exterior projects in the way which is clear 

and intuitive for everyone. 

Our products are available for web browsers, mobile 
devices and as a standalone application. We’re also 
experienced in working with archaeologists on projects 

whose aim was to visualize non-existent objects.How about allowing 
your customers 
to freely look 
and move around 
your investment? 

VIRTUAL TOUR

Smolin Andruszewski virtual 3D walkthrough

interior interactive 3D tour




